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GeoSpring™ Hybrid Water Heater
Savings Without  Sacrifice

http://waterheatertimer.org/Review-GE-Heat-Pump-water-heater.html2013
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Did you know that residential
water heaters are the highest
energy users in U.S households
behind air heating and cooling systems?

It ’s True



Home Energy Usage—
Water Heating is the 
Highest Single Energy 
User Behind Heating & 
Cooling

Savings



Industry
Water heater industry essentially 50/50
gas & electric



Industry

Gas industry has had ENERGY STAR 
product offerings in both tank 

and tankless platforms.



Industry

Electric market has not offered 
ENERGY STAR® qualified products until now.

Heat pump water heaters are the only
platform of electric water heaters to
be eligible for ENERGY STAR. 

AND



Savings

ENERGY STAR® began rating heat pump electric 
water heaters for the first time in the fall of 2009

To qualify a heat  pump water heater must :           

• Have an EF of at least 2.0………………………………………………….2.35 EF(hybrid mode )          

•  Have a manufactures warranty of at least 6 years………10 year limited*

•  Have a minimum 50 gallon first hour recovery rate……..63 gallon FHR                                                 

•  Must meet specific UL requirements per DOE………………..YES

Source: DOE ENERGY STAR

GeoSpring™

exceeds with:

*See Use & Care manual for limited warranty details



GE won the ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year award 
in household appliances for 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 
and 2008.

ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year
• ENERGY STAR is a government-backed program 

helping people protect the environment through 
greater energy efficiency.

• GE creates products that help consumers 
use less energy, save money and protect 
the environment.

• Many of our products have earned the 
esteemed ENERGY STAR label from the U.S. 
Department of Energy and the Environmental 
Protection Agency.

Savings



More ENERGY STAR® choices than ever
Today, GE has over 440 ENERGY STARappliance models on the market, making it 
easy for you to take advantage of any rebates, tax credits or sales tax 
exemptions on energy-efficient products that your state and local utilities may 
offer.* With GE, you can choose from a greater selection of ENERGY STAR 
products than ever before.

*U.S. Department of Energy

Savings
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Savings

Energy Factor

The energy factor (EF) indicates a 
water heater’s overall energy 
efficiency based on the amount of hot 
water produced per unit of fuel 
consumed over a typical day.  The 
higher the energy factor, the more 
efficient the water heater.  However, 
note that true operating cost are also 
determined by varying fuel source 
prices.
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Savings

Energy Factor

A standard electric water heater carries 
an average EF of 0.88

The GeoSpring™water heater features a 
2.35 EF double the efficiency of a 
standard electric water heater
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Savings

Water Heater Technology

Average Annual Savings*

High-Efficiency Gas Storage

Whole-Home Gas Tankless

Solar

$30

$115

$220

Energy Comparison

Comparison of ENERGY STAR®

average savings between gas
storage, gas tank less and solar. 

*Based on average household of 2.6 occupants, U.S. Census, 2006
Source: DOE website www.energystar.gov/ index.cfm?c_water_heat.pr_water_heater

$290Integrated Heat Pump
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EF=0.58

50-gal Gas 
Tank water htr

EF=2.35

GeoSpring™

EF=0.90

50-gal Electric 
Tank water htr

EF=0.83

6.4 gpm 
Tankless

GeoSpring has the lowest cost to operate

Annual Cost to Operate Comparison
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Savings

Cut  your water heat ing energy costs by more than half!

*Based on average household of 2.6 occupants, U.S. Census, 2006
Source: DOE website www.energystar.gov/ index.cfm?c=heatpump.pr_savings_benefits
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Energy Savings

*Based on DOE test procedure and comparison of a 50-gallon standard electric tank water heater using 4879 
kWh per year vs. the GeoSpring hybrid water heater using 1856 kWh per year.

•  GE’s GeoSpring™ hybrid water heater offers energy 
savings of $320 per year*

•  Potentially save about $3,200 over a ten-year period*

Savings
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Purchase Savings

•  Purchasing an energy-efficient heat pump water heater 
qualifies consumers for a federal tax credit of 30% on 
the purchase and installation price.  Additional incentives 
may be available and vary by state.

•  Additional state, local and utility rebates may also be 
available in specific areas of the country.

Savings
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Claims

*Based on DOE test procedure and comparison of a 50-gallon standard electric tank water heater using 
4879 kWh per year vs. the GeoSpring hybrid water heater using 1856 kWh per year.

Ecomaginat ionSM

•  Operating a GeoSpring™hybrid water heater instead of a 
standard 50-gallon electric model could help a US 
household reduce water heating operating costs by 
approximately 62%, saving up to $320 annually and $3200 
over a 10-year period based on an electricity cost of 
$0.1065 per kWh.

Savings
•  The GeoSpring™hybrid water heater exceeds ENERGY STAR®

standards with a rating of 2.35 Energy Factor (EF)
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Claims
Ecomaginat ionSM

•  Operating a GeoSpring™hybrid water heater instead of a 
standard 50-gallon electric model could help a US 
household avoid up to 62% of its CO2 emissions from the 
US grid associated with water heating.

•  If 25% of U.S. households purchasing a new electric water 
heater in a given year were to choose GE's GeoSpring 
hybrid water heater over a standard 50-gallon electric 
water heater more than 4 billion lbs of CO2 emissions from 
the US grid could be avoided annually, equivalent to the 
annual emissions of more than 360,000 cars on US roads 
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How It Works
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Heat  Pump Technology

This innovative hybrid water heater combines energy-
saving heat pump technology with traditional electric 
heating systems used in most standard water heaters 
on the market today, without sacrificing the amount of 
hot water it can deliver.  A consumer can have the hot 
water they need for bathing, dishes and laundry, while 
using up to 62% less energy*

*Based on DOE test procedure and comparison of a 50-gallon standard electric tank water heater using 4879 kWh 
per year vs. the GeoSpring hybrid water heater using 1856 kWh per year.

How It Works
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How does the GeoSpring™ work?

This innovative process reduces water heating expenses up to 62%!

• Heated refrigerant flows through the coils to heat water in the tank
• Coils are external and surround the porcelain lined tank to prevent 

corrosion and calcium build-up

External condenser coils

• Evaporator draws in ambient heat using 2 variable speed fans
• Evaporator absorbs the heat and the compressor increases the 

temperature and pressure of the refrigerant

Heat  pump

Inside the tank is just like a standard water heater.  Two electric 
heating elements alternate to aid in heating water when faster 
water recovery is needed.  So you never run out of hot water!

Tank and elect ric elements
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Heat  Pump Technology

The heat pump removes heat from the surrounding air, 
heats the water and moves the cooler air into the room.  
This water heater produces the same amount of hot 
water as a traditional water hear, but with greater 
energy efficiency.

Think of this as a refrigerator working in reverse.  Just 
as a refrigerator removes heat from its enclosed interior 
and releases that heat into the surrounding kitchen, this 
water heater takes heat from the surrounding air and 
transfers that heat into the water of the tank.

How It Works
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•  It is normal for cool air to blow out the vents on the 
back cover of the water heater.

•  The air is moved through the water heater by 2 fans 
located at the back of the unit near the top.

•  You will hear the sound of these fans pulling the air 
through the heat pump system of the water heater.

•  As the water heater determines the right amount of 
energy needed to heat the water the fans will change 
speed and the sound will increase and decrease.

What  to expect

How It Works
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Modes, Settings & Controls
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Four Operat ing Mode Choices:

eHeat™

Hybrid (factory setting)

High Demand

Standard Electric

Modes
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eHeat™Mode

This is the most energy efficient mode,
using only the heat pump to remove 
heat from the surrounding air and heat 
the water.  Although the time required to 
heat the water is longer in this mode, it 
should be adequate from normal 
demand households.

Modes
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Hybrid Mode
This is the factory set default mode for
the water heater.  It combines the energy 
efficiency of eHeat™ with the recovery 
speed and power of standard electric.

The control automatically uses efficient 
eHeat unless the majority of hot water in 
the tank is consumed, such as during a 
high-consumption time of day.  The 
standard electric resistance elements are 
energized to more rapidly replace the hot 
water during these high-demand occasions.

Modes
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High Demand Mode
The water heater automatically uses 
efficient eHeat™ if water usage is 
normal.  If a higher than normal 
amount of hot water is needed, the 
standard electric resistance elements 
are energized sooner and longer to 
replace the hot water quickly.

This mode is ideal for occasions of 
extra household guests or situations of 
larger than usual hot water demand.

Modes
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Standard Elect ric Mode

This mode operates the unit exactly 
as a standard electric water heater 
and is the least energy-efficient .  In 
Standard mode the heat pump is 
never used and the 4500 watt 
heating elements are the primary 
source to heat the water.

Modes
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Controls

The GeoSpring hybrid water heater
is the first residential electric water 
Heater with a 4-line 20 character
back-lit LCD display.

The controls have been placed
up at eye-level to eliminate the need
to bend all the way to the floor to 
locate and adjust the temperature.
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Controls
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Follow the on-screen menu and adjust
the temperature up or down by pressing
the corresponding upper or lower 
directional arrow.  Temperature is 
accurate to +/- 3 degrees F.  The display
can also be changed between F and C.

To confirm the temperature change,
press ENTER, following the on-screen
prompts. 

Adjust ing Water Temperature

Settings
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Vacat ion Set t ing

Unit adjusts temperature setting
to 50 degrees for a specified 
time between 3 to 90 days to 
save energy.  System automatically 
returns to the previous set 
temperature the day before the 
consumer returns home so hot water 
is immediately available.

Settings
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Use this function to stop the heat pump
and resulting air exhaust temporarily
without permanently changing the 
set operating mode.

The system will ask you how many 
days you would like the fans and heat
pump not to engage.  After this selected 
time has passed the system will 
automatically return to the previously 
set operating mode.  

Stop Cold Air

Settings
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Demand Response

•  Adaptable to multiple communication protocols such as
Zigbee® Alliance, FM and more

•  Demand Response settings can adjust water 
temperature set points to shed additional load 
and minimize cycling

•  Can achieve load shedding and/or avoidance of up to        
3,950 watts

•  The GeoSpring™ hybrid water heater is Demand Response 
capable with four pre-programmed settings.  Module 
for demand response usage is required at additional cost .

•  Demand Response is subject to time of pricing 
structure by local utilities
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Four pre-programmed signals

 Low – Operates using the consumer’s 
selected mode and temperature settings

 Medium – Operates in eHeat™ mode at the 
consumer’s temperature setting

 High – Operates in eHeat with a 
temperature setting of 110 degrees

 Crit ical – Operates in eHeat with a 
temperature setting of 100 degrees

Demand Response
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Maintenance

The water heater has an air filter 
that is removable and occasionally 
needs to be cleaned.

When the filter requires cleaning, 
the red light above the filter button 
will be illuminated and an audible 
beep will sound.  

Air Filter 

The filter can be wiped clean with 
a damp rag or rinsed with warm 
water
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Installation
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Installation

• Offers easy replacement of standard electric 
water heater.  

• Fits in similar footprint as a standard 50-
gallon water heater

• Uses existing water/electrical connections

• Designed for common indoor installation, 
including attic, closet, basement and garage.

Easy Installat ion
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Installation

A primary condensate drain 
tube and overflow tube are 
installed at the top rear of the 
water heater.  Two provided 
hoses attach to the unit .  The 
primary tube is intended to 
carry condensation away and 
is to be installed per local code 
to a floor drain or standpipe.  

Condensate
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Installation

A minimum 14” clearance is 
required at the top of the water 
heater to pull the filter up and 
remove it for cleaning.

Filter Clearance
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Installation

A 7” clearance is 
recommended with a 
minimum of 5-1/2” of air 
space between any object 
and the front and back of the 
water heater.  

Front  & Back Clearance
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Installation

Tank Locat ion

• If room size is less than 10x10x7 (700 cu. ft .)
install louvered door or similar ventilation

•Place back of unit away from wall by 7 inches

Plumbing Connect ions

•Do not prevent air filter removal

Installat ion Checklist
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Installation

Clearance to
Clean Filter

Washable 
Filter 

Temperature & Pressure
Safety Valve Included

Demand 
Response 

Connection

Air Vents

14” Min

~~

Condensate Overflow Tube 
(3 In) Included

Condensate Tube 
(6 Ft) Included
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